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Summary
The association of a given SNP with purebred (PB) performance might be different
than its association with crossbred (CB) performance, because of interactions of the SNP
marker with the environment or the genetic background. Therefore, the aim of the present
study is to examine breed-specific associations of SNP to PB and CB performance. For this,
we performed a genome-wide association study (GWAS) for back fat thickness (BF) with an
approach that implements a genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP) model
considering breed-of-origin of alleles. We observed some same regions for PB and CB
performance, but the effects differed when observed in a PB or CB background. As expected,
the breed with the lowest genetic correlation for BF between PB and CB, had fewest SNPs in
common between PB and CB. Moreover, the effect of a given allele associated to BF in CB
depended on the breed it was inherited from. These results suggest that SNP effects depend
on the environment and on their genetic background, and are valuable to understand the low
responses obtained when selecting PB animals for CB performance. The recognition of
important regions associated to performance plus the differentiation of SNP effects according
to their breed-of-origin, might inform future prediction models for CB performance.
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Introduction
Estimated SNP effects depend on the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) between the SNP marker
and the QTL, and on interactions of the SNP marker with the genetic background. When
association analysis are performed on populations coming from breeding schemes with
crosses, SNP by genetic background interactions may be more relevant, as the functional
variation that underlies the QTL may not be segregating in one breed or epistatic interactions
in one breed are different due to other genes that modify the effect of the QTL in that breed.
With crossbreeding, SNP effects are observed in different environments and genetic
backgrounds. Thus, the association of a given SNP to PB performance might differ from its
association to CB performance, and an allele of that given SNP associated to CB performance
could have a different effect depending on the breed it was inherited from, as it could be
associated to a different underlying QTL for each breed.
Recently we have developed a procedure that enables breed-of-origin assignment of
alleles in three-way CB animals (Vandenplas et al., 2016, Sevillano et al., 2016), which
enables the use of a GBLUP model that accounts for breed-specific SNP effects (Sevillano et
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al., 2017). With this tool, we can examine breed-specific associations of SNP to PB or CB
performance. In the present study we aimed to performed a GWAS for BF, by estimating SNP
effects from the solutions of a GBLUP considering breed-of-origin of alleles.

Material and methods
Data
The pig data consisted of three PB populations: 7547 Synthetic boar (S), 3288 Landrace (LR),
and 12 794 Large White (LW) pigs. And 2816 three-way CB pigs (S (LR x LW) or S (LW x
LR)). All pigs were genotyped using one of the three following SNP panels: Illumina
PorcineSNP60.v2 BeadChip (60K.v2), Illumina PorcineSNP60 BeadChip (60K), or Illumina
PorcineSNP10 BeadChip (10K). Pigs genotyped with the 60K or 10K chips were imputed to
the 60K.v2 panel using FImpute Version 2.2 software (Sargolzaei et al., 2014) following the
same imputation strategy as Sevillano et al. (2016).
Phenotypes for BF (mm) were measured for PB using an ultrasound instrument at an
average of age 173 days, while BF for CB were measured on the carcass using a probe,
capteur gras maigre (CGM; Sydel, France) after slaughter when they achieved 120 kg (at an
average age of 169 days).
Genome-wide association study
SNP allele substitution effects were estimated using BLUP similar to Wang et al. (2014), but
instead of using a single-step BLUP, we used a GBLUP with breed-specific partial
relationship matrices (Sevillano et al., 2017). Briefly, SNP-allele effects were derived as
follows:
1. Determine breed-of-origin of alleles to calculate breed-specific partial relationship
matrices, G(S), G(LR), and G(LW).
2. Calculate GEBVs for PB and CB performance using a GBLUP model with breedspecific partial relationship matrices.
3. Back-solve SNP-allele effects for PB and CB performance from GEBVs.
4. Calculate proportion of variance explained by non-overlapping blocks of SNPs.
Inference of the breed-of-origin of alleles.
To infer the breed-of-origin of the alleles in CB pigs we used the BOA approach developed
by Vandenplas et al. (2016), with parameter settings recommended by Sevillano et al. (2016).
The SNP set for this analysis consisted of SNPs that after imputation had a MAF >0.01 in the
CB populations, and were segregating in all three PB populations (at least more than one
observation of the minor allele). SNPs for which the paternal or maternal allele were assigned
a breed-of-origin in less than 80% of the three-way CB pigs were removed. If an allele within
a breed-of-origin was observed less than 6 times in the three-way CB population this SNP
was also removed. The final SNP set for subsequent analyses consisted of 41,557 SNPs.
Model with three breed-specific partial relationship matrices.
To account for breed-specific effect of alleles, a 4-trait animal model with three breed-specific
partial relationship matrices (G(S), G(LR), G(LW)) was fitted (BOA model, Sevillano et al.,
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2017). Effects in the model included interaction between farm, breed and sex as fixed effects,
and random common litter and additive genetic effects. Fixed effects also included body
weight off-test for the PB, and trial and hot carcass weight for the CB.
The three breed-specific partial relationship matrices, G(S), G(LR), and G(LW), were
built using the breed-of-origin of phased alleles in CB pigs. The breed-specific partial
relationship submatrices are defined as, e.g. for breed S origin,
GS,S=(MS-21pS′)DS(MS-21pS′)′/N
GS,CB=(MS-21pS′)DS(MCB-1pS′)′/N
GCB,CB=(MCB-1pS′)DS(MCB-1pS′)′/N

(1)

where MS is a matrix containing breed-specific allele content for S pigs (coded as 0, 1,
or 2), MCB is a matrix containing breed-specific allele content for CB pigs (coded as 0, or 1),
vector pS are breed S specific frequencies of the counted allele (pSj), calculated across S and
CB pigs, DS is diagonal with DSjj = (2pSj(1- pSj))-1, and N is the number of SNPs. The breedspecific partial relationship submatrices G(LR), and G(LW) are defined similarly to G(S).
However the entries of MCB matrix containing the breed-specific allele content for CB pigs
are set to a missing value if the allele origin corresponds to the other maternal line and
effectively did not contribute to the breed-specific partial relationship matrix. BLUP
predictions of the BOA model were done using the MiXBLUP software (Ten Napel et al.,
2016). To estimate the variance components we used the same BOA model in the ASReml
software (Gilmour et al., 2009), after reducing each of the PB populations to 3500 animals
most closely related to the CB population.
Backsolve SNP-allele effects from EBVs.
GEBVs of PB pigs for PB performance were converted to SNP-allele effects. For GEBVs of
S pigs for PB performance (aS):
aS = WSbS,
WS = (MS-21pS′)US
bS = WS′(WSWS′)-1aS = N-1WS′ G(S)-1aS,

(2)

where WS contains centered genotypes, bS are regression coefficients, US is an N x N
diagonal matrix, with diagonal values of (2pSj(1- pSj))-0.5. Note that bS are not allele
substitution effects, because WS contain centered genotypes. The allele substitution effects,
αS, were obtained as USbS. The SNP-allele effects for CB performance, and for the other PB
breeds were calculated similarly.
Variance proportion explained by SNP regions
To calculate the proportion of variance explained by a region, blocks of SNPs were built.
Breakpoints between blocks of SNPs where defined when LD between two consecutive SNPs
was not significant (P-value>0.05). LD and significance of LD was estimated by Fisher’s
exact test using the program Arlequin (Excoffier et al., 2005). Percentage of genetic variance
explained by the i-th block of SNP was calculated as Wang et al. (2014), considering that ai is
the genetic value of the i-th block, σ2a is the total genetic variance, zj is a vector of gene
content of the j-th SNP for all PB individuals, and αj is the effect of the j-th SNP within the i-
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th block that contains n SNPs, and xn is the mean length across blocks:
(Var(ai) / σ2a) x 100% = (Var(Σnj=1 zjαj) / σ2a) x (xn/n) x 100%

(3)

Results and discussion
Variance components
The estimated heritability was larger for CB than for PB (0.41 for CB, vs. 0.31, 0.33, and
0.34 for S, LR, and LW, respectively). The genetic correlation between CB and PB
performance was lowest in LR (0.71), followed by S (0.80), and LW (0.89).
Proportion of genetic variance explained by a region
The SNP blocks built based on alleles originated from the S paternal breed were longer than
the blocks built based on alleles originated from the maternal breeds, as expected because the
maternal haplotypes came from F1 pigs (Table 1). The proportion of genetic variance of BF
explained by each SNP block in PB and CB of the different breeds are shown in Figure 1.
The top 10 SNP blocks jointly explained 5.7%, 1.8 %, and 2.6% of the genetic variance for
BF in S, LR, and LW, respectively. The top 10 SNP blocks jointly explained 4.9%, 2.4%, and
2.7% of the genetic variance for BF in CB when the alleles originate from S, LR, and LW,
respectively. At the most, the top 10 SNP blocks covered 0.64% of the genome.
Table 1. Description of the blocks of SNPs built per breed.
Breed
S
LR
LW

# of blocks
5631
7592
6767

Length (# SNPs)
Mean
Min
Max
7.3
1
28
9
4.2
1
77
6.0
1
95

SNP effects associated to PB and CB performance
Among the top 10 SNP blocks for PB performance, there were 6, 4, and 5 in common with
the top 10 blocks for CB performance, for breed S, LR, and LW, respectively. The LR breed
had fewer blocks in common between PB and CB, as expected from the lower genetic
correlation for BF between PB and CB for this breed. In general, we observed some same
main SNPs across PB and CB performance, but we also observed that the effect of these
SNP-alleles differed when observed in a PB or CB background. The differences in effects of
SNP-allele can be due to genotyped by environment interactions (GxE) or differences in trait
measurements between PB and CB (Wientjes & Calus, 2017; Godinho et al. 2017).
SNP effect associated to CB performance by breed-of-origin
As blocks across breed-of-origin were not the same, because of different patterns of LD,
comparisons across breeds were done regarding the regions covered by the SNP blocks.
Within the top 10, zero regions were in common across the 3 breeds-of origin, but 2 regions
were in common across breeds-of origin S and LW. This indicates that for main regions, the
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actual effect of a given SNP-allele associated to a performance in CB depended on the breed
it was inherited from. Differences in effects of SNP-alleles across breed-of-origin can be due
to different genetic background, i.e. epistasis and different allele frequencies. Main SNPs
associated to BF are breed-of-origin specific, however, they explained a small part of the total
variance, the large majority seem not to have a large effect on the trait and/or similar effect
across breed-of-origin.

Conclusions
Some same main SNPs were observed across PB and CB performance but the effect of these
SNP differed when observed in a PB or CB background. There were few regions in common
across breeds, indicating that the actual effect of a given SNP-allele associated to a
performance in CB depended on the breed it was inherited from. These results are valuable to
understand the low responses obtained when selecting PB animals for CB performance.
Moreover, the recognition of important regions associated to performance plus the
differentiation of SNP-allele effects according to their breed-of-origin, might inform future
prediction models for CB performance.
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Figure 1. Proportion of genetic variance for back fat thickness explained by each SNP block
of SNPs in Synthetic boar (S breed) pigs (a), in Landrace (LR breed) pigs (c), in Large White
(LW breed) pigs (e), and in crossbred pigs (CB) when alleles originate from S breed (b), LR
breed (d), or LW breed (f). Top 10 SNP blocks explaining the variance for PB (△), and the
top 10 SNP blocks explaining the variance for CB performance ( ▽). SNP blocks belonging
to the top 10 in both, PB and CB performance (✡)

